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The big things have been the King Kong and Narnia films of course, and the LOTR conventions I went to, and
also, in the last couple of months, two new projects - more on this later. Several fonts are for Mac. A mini
exhibition of some of my movie work was in the foyer of the main building for the duration of the conference
â€” it added a nice touch to the whole thing. Okay, as before, this is going out to everyone who has contacted
my by email mostly via my website. I created a marine chart in the style that was current in the s and gives
places their older names: Ceylon, Siam, etc. You can see this in close-up when the captain and Denham
discuss Skull Island. Here is a starter list of some of the key names with the appropriate accents and other
diacritical markings if they have any â€” some are just hard to remember how to spell! The name Kereru
comes from the Maori language of New Zealand - it is our native wood pigeon, a bird of generous and
rounded form, like the font itself. Daniel 18 December Hello friends, Another busy year draws to a close, but
nothing seems to be slowing down! There was neither time nor budget to have me write them from scratch. Go
figureâ€¦. My job was to design the game board, which primarily depicts a stylised map of Europe from this
period. A pdf description of the Stylistic Sets and their usage is included with the font package, which
comprises regular, bold and italic variations. The highlight of the year was of course the Red Carpet Sketching
Tour! In between those jobs for the yet-to-be-released merchandise, I created a title treatment for Vampira,
The Movie , and drew a map of the area around Cape Cod. I can see why everyone fizzes about this tour â€” it
really is magical. It arrives precisely when it means to Well, just a mini-newsletter this time. Some dwarves
knew a secret way of writing runes called Moon letters. About Contact These are the newsletters that I write
from time to time, when the whim takes me. Also this year, after spending my entire calligraphy career
working in a vacuum, I joined three calligraphy groups in New Zealand, all in the space of a couple of
months! So I created several more of these hand-drawn maps, using the new, improved outline of Skull Island,
and the one that was eventually selected was shot during pick-ups in July. They originally approached Weta
Workshop to do this job, but Weta correctly decided that this was more my line of work, so referred it to me.
Visit the Red Carpet Tours website for their report. An email arrived one day, asking if I could create a
hand-calligraphed certificate, and I duly accepted the job. I send you my best wishes of the season, and hope
you have a happy, healthy and prosperous  Of which I am not permitted to speak. The Wizards of the Coast
had another task for me this year â€” the cartography for the roleplaying game The Haunting of Kincep
Mansion. The fonts shown here are all original creations of Daniel Reeve. The Cirth alphabet originally had
nineteen characters which was sufficient for the Sindarin language. After the destruction of Eregion the elves
generally ceased to use Cirth at all. Speaking of paintings, my Tuatara painting is going to grace the cover of
the upcoming August issue of the Systematic Biology journal. The six postcards had to be painted in three
days - quite a mission. This was for the second Tolkieniana convention, in Buccinasco part of the greater
Milan area. Why does it always happen like this? The fonts shown here are all original creations of Daniel
Reeve. The runes of the dwarves were adapted by Tolkien from the Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian rune
scripts. Running alongside this is the next Pulse exhibition , again featuring my work in this case, the original
ink portraits from The Pirates of the Caribbean.


